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MORE MODERN MOWERS?MORE MODERN MOWERS?MORE MODERN MOWERS?MORE MODERN MOWERS?    
Happy New Year. This year will be a big one for the club 
because it marks our 15th Anniversary. That means I have 
known some of you for at least that long! The big event of 
the year will of course be the Annual Rally at Milton Keynes 
Museum in May but I am sure there will be lots of other 
opportunities to mark this latest milestone in the Club’s 
history. Have a great year and please do try and support 
your club somewhere, somehow. 

One of the questions I get asked a lot after each 
Grassbox is sent out is can we make the distribution of the 
adverts fairer. All envelopes are posted on the same day in 
the same post office which is the only way I know of making 
“distribution” of the information fair. After that it’s up to you 
to contact the potential sellers, agree a price and make 
your arrangements direct with them. This is the same as 
any other newspaper or magazine advert as far as I know. 

I am especially pleased to include some new articles by 
club members in this edition. I always try to get a balance 
between older and newer machines - and I get it wrong 
from time-to-time of course. I would like to include more 
information about post-1945 machines but this is precluded 
by the lack of good quality images and suitable information. 
Part of this is due to there being fewer “modern” mowers at 
the events we attend but I would be happy to include more 
about them if I had the relevant material. 

Many thanks to the comments on the last Grassbox 
which included the colour section. I am sure we’ll be 
making this an annual fixture from now on. Finally, because 
this Grassbox is being issued now I will be preparing the 
next one very soon so that the schedule I try to keep to will 
be back on track in time for the Annual Rally. 

 
Tim Durant spotted this unusual 6” mower at the National 
Museum of Gardening at Trevarno in Cornwall. It’s 
obviously old but does anyone recognise it? The museum 
was established a couple of years ago and has built up an 
impressive collection of gardening tools and other artefacts. 
There are also extensive gardens for visitors to enjoy. With 
other gardening attractions such as Trerice (where there is 
of course a large collection of mowers), Heligan, Trelissick 
and the Eden Project Cornwall should be on every mower 
or gardening enthusiast’s list of places to visit. 
 

IT’S A GIFT 
The new Old Lawnmower Club gift vouchers can be 
exchanged for anything sold by the club, including 
membership. They cost £5 each and feature an image of a 
vintage mower (actually it’s an Atco Standard). They are 
available from the usual sources, as described in the 
advertisement sheet. 

 
I received an interesting email at the end of January from 
Gillian James who lives in Christchurch, New Zealand. The 
photograph she sent was taken in 1867 in Folkestone, 
England and shows her great grandfather Joseph Dann in 
front of his house in Folkestone, England. He had 
emigrated to New Zealand in 1850 with his new wife 
Hannah but returned to England 15 years later with her and 
his five children. According to Gillian the return journey took 
100 days by sailing ship. Gillian’s grandmother aged ten is 
in the photo, peeping out from behind the curtains in an 
upstairs bedroom. After three years in England, Joseph and 
the family returned to Christchurch and the family has been 
there since. 

Gillian has been researching her family’s history and 
was hoping we could identify the mower and perhaps 
provide any additional information. After looking at the 
image carefully, and working with a high resolution blow-up 
of the section containing the mower, as below, I reckoned it 
was a Barnard, Bishop and Barnard mower. It’s very 
difficult to see the wording on the handles but the pattern of 
the words is right, as is the shape of the mower, for it to be 
one of the Barnard, Bishop and Barnard “Noiseless” 
mowers. These were unusual in having a large rubber band 
to transmit power from the rear roller to the cutting cylinder 
instead of gears or a chain. As far as I know this is the 
oldest photograph of a mower we have ever featured in 
Grassbox. Gillian doesn’t have the mower, only the photo. 

 
 

IS IT A BIRD, IS IT A PLANE? NO IT’S A… 
Phil Spowart spotted a bit of a novelty on the web recently 
that might be of interest. It’s a flying mower - seriously - 
that costs just under $90. We cannot include an image here 
but if anyone wants to have a look, go to 
http://www.flyingthingz.com/ 



DIARY DATES 2005 
Whitewebbs Museum, Enfield: Sunday 20 March. Club 
member John D’Agostino is keen to build up exhibitors at 
the annual Agricultural Machinery and Open Day. Mowers 
and other farming and horticultural equipment very 
welcome. Details from John on 0208 3510510 (London). 
Milton Keynes Museum: Saturday 14/Sunday 15 May. 
Our Club’s Annual Rally at the usual venue. As always the 
AGM will be on the Sunday morning. Details from Keith 
Wootton (see back page). 
Banbury Steam Rally: Saturday 25/Sunday 26 June. 
Details from Robbie (see back page). 
Arley Hall & Gardens, Cheshire: Saturday 25/Sunday 26 
June. Not a club event but mowers welcome anyway. 
Details from Judy Popley. T: 01565 777353 (Cheshire). 
Tilford 2005: Saturday 2/Sunday 3 July. A return to the 
popular venue of the “Old Kiln Museum”. Details from Colin 
Stone. T: 01428 604003 E: colin-stone@tiscali.co.uk. 
17th Orllwyn Teifi Vintage Show, Carmarthen: Friday 26-
Monday 29 August. Not a club event but mowers welcome. 
Details from Derek Davies. T: 01559 370885 (Carmarthen). 
Bedford Steam Fayre: Saturday 17/Sunday 18 
September. Details from Dick Hardwick. T: 01462 816018 
E: Hadw2@aol.com 
 

TOP TIPS 

 
It’s always difficult storing old mowers and we all have our 
own tricks of the trade. Something I found useful in the 
shed was to devise some hangers for the handles. By 
suspending two lengths of timber from the roof I can store 
T handles out of the way and above other mowers on the 
floor. Space the timbers about 12”/30cm apart. Then all you 
need to do is poke the handles up through the gap and 
twist through 90 degrees. I have also used two ordinary 
metal shelf brackets spaced about the same distance apart 
mounted on the wall to hang T and roller mower handles. 

 
Andrew Hall of the Hall & Duck Trust illustrates the 
principle of using a sledge hammer to crack a nut. This 
1929 Ideal Model R was brought to the UK from the USA 
by Andrew during a visit there last year. It’s a real monster, 
with a large double flywheel “hit and miss” engine, also 
made by Ideal, mounted above the chassis to power a 
large (and we mean large) rear roller and the 30in cutting 
cylinder. Despite its size it was surprisingly easy to control 
and steer, as Andrew demonstrated at the Malvern Autumn 
Show in September. The mower started first time after its 
4000 mile journey. Michael Duck is currently restoring the 
rest of the mower having only completed the cutter unit at 
the time of the show. 

JP MAXEES CUTTER UNITS 
When the Maxees first came out in 1938 the main 
advertising feature was its removable cutter unit, writes 
Henry Ellis. Adverts and the owner's handbook encouraged 
purchasers to invest in a second cutter unit so that "when 
the cutter unit is removed for overhaul and cleaning, a new 
cutter unit can be inserted immediately. Two units in regular 
use in one Maxees machine give all the advantages of two 
machines with unlimited length of life". 

 
The cutter unit from the first Maxees will fit the last Mark 3 
model and vice versa, the only difference is the method of 
securing it to the chassis. In the first model there is a 
spring-loaded plunger at each end of the top cross bar and 
these rotate downwards to engage U-shaped cut-outs in 
the side frame of the cutter unit preventing any sideways or 
upward movement. On the later Mark 2s (about 1948 
onwards) and all the Mark 3s a small handwheel in the right 
side frame is screwed in to engage a hole in the cutter unit 
side frame to achieve the same effect. Using an old cutter 
unit in a later Maxees would require a hole to be drilled but 
later cutter units retain the U-shaped cut-outs and can be 
fitted to the first model without modification. How many 
people bought spare cutters units is unknown of course but 
in 1938 the price of a cutter unit (£2.7s.6d) was almost half 
the price of the complete machine including the grass box 
(£4.18s.6d) so perhaps not many. Usually the serial 
numbers of a Maxees and its cutter unit will match unless 
someone has swapped them although a real 'spare' cutter 
unit (ie bought separately) will have its serial number 
prefixed by U, as in UG YF 3 indicating the third one made 
in June 1950 for a 12" Maxees. 
Editor’s Note: the image accompanying Henry’s “JP Model 
Chronology” in GB50 shows the cutter out of the machine. 
 

JP CHRONOLOGY UPDATE 
Apologies from the editorial team for the formatting of the 
article in GB50. Just after we went to press with it Henry 
emailed me with a few pieces of additional information: the 
Matchless dates should be 1946-49; the 16" Super Power 
should be 1930?-1940; and the 24" Super Power Mower 
should be 1927-1940. 
 

HENRY’S GOOD BOOKS 
Many members have spoken with Henry Ellis about JP 
mowers and in addition to the dating information he has 
been able to build up a good collection of operating 
manuals for the range. He has now offered to supply copies 
of these to other club members for just £1.50 each. Henry 
has handbooks for all models except the pre-war Minor, 
the water-cooled 24", the early electric models and the 
second version of the pre-war 16" power mower although 
booklets for other models cover many of the basics for 
these. If anyone should like to buy copies of the booklets, 
Henry can be contacted on 01923 678657 or by email at 
dianah.ellis@virgin.net (Watford). Henry would love to hear 
from anyone with the “missing” booklets that he could 
borrow to copy. 



BACK FROM THE DEAD 
In the first of a two-part series, Tony Hopwood offers 
advice for new and experienced collectors on what to do 
with a new acquisition. 
 
Well, you've got your new mower home and it looks a bit 
sad, with rust and dirt covering what is left of it, so where 
do you start? 

How about making it look better? That's easy; paint it 
with red diesel. The diesel stops corrosion and works as a 
penetrating oil to make dismantling easier. At this stage 
you need to know as much about the machine as possible 
so you can start looking for missing parts. If you already 
have other machines of the same type, then restoration can 
start right away. If you don't then wait until you have more 
idea what's missing. Consult the OLC Information Service 
(that’s the one detailed in the advert sheet run by the Hall & 
Duck Trust - Ed) and fellow collectors. While you are 
waiting for details of your machine, start working out what 
needs doing. Is the engine free? Does it have a carburettor 
and working magneto, grass box and front rollers? Is it 
worth restoring or a scrapper for bits? 

 
Good advice for new collectors is to start with complete 
examples of common mowers where spares may be a bit 
easier to find. Auctions are a good place to find mowers like 
this Qualcast Sixteen that sold for just £5. 
 
The heart of any engine is the magneto. lf it's a four stroke, 
then a broken magneto can be changed for a good one off 
another machine to get the machine going. lf it's a two 
stroke, then a duff flywheel magneto means work and cost. 
Time for testing. All magnetos should show a circuit of 
several thousand ohms from the coil terminal (not the plug) 
to frame using a multimeter on the 20K range. Make sure 
there's a good connection from the meter to the windings 
and frame. If there's no circuit, then the ignition coil is open 
circuit and will never spark again. This is a real problem 
with Villiers two stroke engines. The barrel coils inside the 
flywheel seem to fail after about 50 years. A new coil will 
cost upwards of £30.00 unless you can scavenge an intact 
one from a scrap mower. There must be hundreds of 
sparkless Atco Standards in sheds and gardens which will 
cost more to fix than they are worth when restored. Think 
before you buy! Take a multimeter to auctions and sales. 

The flywheel magneto used on most small engines was 
invented by Villiers over 80 years ago. Permanent magnets 
fixed in the flywheel rim generate a pulse of current as they 
pass the iron pole pieces at each end of the ignition coil. 
The coil has two windings, each connected to frame at one 
end - a low voltage primary and a high voltage secondary 
winding which is connected to the plug. As the magnet 
approaches the coil, the contact breaker closes and a 
current flows in the primary winding. At or near top dead 
centre, the contact breaker opens and the energy pulse is 
transferred to the secondary winding creating enough 
voltage to jump the plug points. The secondary winding has 
many thousands of turns of fine wire to multiply the low 
voltage pulse in the primary. That's why magneto coils are 
expensive to repair and make.  

 
Cleaning your new mower and giving it a coat of diesel, 
duck oil or WD40 helps protect it. Dick Hardwick took some 
time out at Banbury Steam Rally to show us how it’s done. 
 
To improve efficiency, the contact breaker has a 
capacitor/condenser (usually underneath the contact 
breaker box) across it which suppresses sparking at the 
points and improves the energy transfer to the high voltage 
winding. Ignition failure can be caused by a number of 
faults. First, the high voltage winding. If the wire is broken 
inside the coil there will be no circuit and no spark, and a 
new coil is needed. If the coil is intact, then the problem is 
probably with the contact breaker. First take the flywheel 
off. This is often easier said than done. Most flywheels are 
marked with an arrow to show the top dead centre position 
which should line up with a notch on the end of the 
crankshaft. Check that the flywheel is correctly set before 
removing it because it may have shifted causing ignition 
failure by moving the timing away from the timing point. On 
clockwise rotation engines the flywheel nut has a standard 
right hand thread, and can be undone using a socket set. 
This may take some force, so the flywheel will have to be 
locked. The best tool is a strap wrench round the outside, 
or a big G clamp to stop the flywheel turning. DON'T block 
the rotation by putting something down the cylinder - this 
can bend the con rod or damage the piston. DON’T use the 
cooling fan fins either. 

 
To release flywheel magnetos, turn the nut anti-clockwise 
until it tightens up again. Brace or clamp the flywheel and 
turn the spanner again. The central nut should turn and pull 
the flywheel off the shaft. Sometimes a sharp tap on the 
“open” end of the spanner helps to free the flywheel. 
 
Villiers flywheels are held on by the centre nut and a taper 
on the crankshaft. Other engines have keys as well as a 
taper. Most flywheels are alloy, and not strong enough to 
stand outside bearing pullers. The Villiers flywheel nut is 
locked into the flywheel so it will draw the flywheel off the 
crank when it is undone. First loosen the nut which will 
undo a little before tightening up. Apply torque. If you are 
lucky there will be a sharp crack as the taper grip is 
released. If not get a friend to keep the torque on, and give 
the nut a solid tap with a hammer. If this doesn't work, 
increase the torque with extension bars on the spanner. 
Tap the nut again, but don't destroy it. Use a piece of 
hardwood under the hammer to protect the nut . If it still 
doesn't give, run penetrating oil into the nut, leave for a day 
then try again. Find out what happens after the flywheel is 
off in the next edition. 



BACK TO BASICS: GEARING 
By Christopher Proudfoot 
No, this is not about company debts and high finance, just 
a little matter of basic lawn mower design. 
The knives of a ground-driven lawn mower have to revolve 
faster than the wheels or roller that drive them. That is 
generally understood, I realise.  But not everyone 
understands the principles of simple (or single) and 
compound gearing. Both kinds are found in lawn mowers, 
and are applicable whether the drive is by gear or chain. 
(Compound chain drive is rare, but was used on some early 
Silens Messors, as well as the JP Maxees). 

 
Two adjacent external-tooth gears revolve in opposite 
directions. If one is bigger than the other, it will have more 
teeth, and the ratio (i.e. the difference in rotational speed) 
can be expressed by the relative numbers of teeth.  If you 
want both gears to revolve in the same direction, you 
interpose a third gear between them. This is called an idler, 
and can be any size you like (often, as in the lawn mower, 
its diameter is dictated by the distance between the two 
main gears, known as the driver and the follower). The size 
of the idler makes no difference to the overall ratio.  Such a 
train (normally it has three gears, but can have more) is 
known as simple or single gearing, and it is found, for 
example, on the Ransomes Reversible shown above. 

The Ransomes Automaton (in any of its three 
generations) has compound gearing.  That is to say, the 
idler is replaced by a pair of gears, of different size, 
revolving together. One is a follower, the other a second 
driver, driving a second follower (the pinion on the cutting 
cylinder). 

These two intermediate gears increase the overall ratio, 
adding to the difference between the speed of the driving 
roller and that of the cutting cylinder.  A Chain Automaton 
has only one stage of gearing, so is effectively single 
geared; that is why it has seven or eight blades, instead of 
the five or six of the gear-driven models, to provide a 
similar rate of cuts per foot. 

Does this matter? Well, apart from the fact that 
understanding the technicalities makes collecting all the 
more interesting, it is helpful in identifying. For example, if 
you ask me about a Multum in Parvo you have seen, I 
might ask is ‘Does it have single or compound gears?’ 
Unlike Automatons, which are all compound, early MIPs 
have compound gears, as seen below, while later ones are 
simple, and this is a useful guide in trying to identify a 
machine which I cannot see. 

 
Many early designs, including Buddings and most 
Automatons, have the two intermediate gears on opposite 
sides of the machine, mounted on a counter-shaft.  I call 
these ‘cross-over’ gears. Others, particularly the enclosed-
gear models of the 1930s, have the two gears joined 
together on one side (e.g. the Ransomes’ Certes). 

Oddly, there is very little reference to compound 
gearing in the sales literature of machines so equipped.  A 
potential customer for a Patent Automaton in 1910 would 
have had considerable difficulty in understanding, from the 
catalogue, whether chain or gear was more suitable for his 
requirements. Reading between the lines, he might have 
got a hint that Chain was easier to push, but little to show 
that Gear would be better for grass that was long and 
mown irregularly. 
 

 

 
Members of the Old Lawnmower Club are sometimes 
accused of being a little eccentric but at least we like to 
think we have a sense of humour. A little creativity when 
putting on a show always helps attract the interest of 
visitors of course and this was in evidence at the Malvern 
Autumn Show last year. The image above shows Tony 
Hopwood’s 1924 Dennis with Skelly at the helm. A number 
of comments from the public were overheard, of which 
“bone idle” is perhaps the only one suitable for printing. Put 
it this way, he didn’t move much all weekend. 

The image below shows a pair of Webb Miniature mowers 
displayed by Tony and Pam Skingley. That’s not them with 
the mowers of course but a couple of likely looking 
characters who seemed to enjoy the weekend.  

 
 

Keith Wootton: Milton Keynes Museum or 7 Church Lane, 
Cold Higham, Towcester, Northamptonshire NN12 8LS. 
Tel: 01327 830675 or 07778 315966 (mobile). 
Robbie Robinson: 10 Burchester Avenue, Headington, 
Oxford OX3 9NA. Tel: 01865 450899. 

 

Next Edition: Apr 2005 
Edition 51 - Feb 2005 
Edited & written (except where 
stated) by Keith Wootton 
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